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I am sure you have been around people who incorrectly use the analogy for change of direction.  While they are trying 
to describe something (or someone) who has made an opposite turn, they say “Yeah, they made a 360-degree turn!”  
What they meant to say was they “made a 180-degree turn” which would take them in the opposite direction.  To go 360 

of the world today?

It seemed like we had made a 180 degree turn on interest rates as the Federal Reserve raised rates four times in 2018 
and planned to raise two or three more times in 2019.  Now, there is talk they may lower rates two or three times in 2019 
or 2020.  That feels like a 180-degree turn. Or is it 360 degrees to the lower rates of 2007-2015?  Confused yet?

Why are we seeing lower rates?  One, uncertainties have crept into the economic outlook.  Whether it is concern over 

we are in the longest economic expansion in history and sooner or later, there will be a recession.  Third, we face many 
headwinds with rising levels of debt, aging population and lack of growth worldwide.  Finally, the United States is the 
best economy in the world today and as such, has much better prospects and interest rates.  Most European bonds are 
trading at negative yields and money goes where it is treated best, so foreign investors flock to the U.S., driving up 
prices (and conversely driving yields lower).

So why am I emphasizing lower rates in this article so much?  I want you to understand and expect that deposit rates will 
be going lower when the Federal Reserve starts to lower its rates in 2019 or 2020.  Just when depositors are starting to 
expect and get higher rates, I believe rates will go down again and possibly as low as we saw in the last downturn.  Yes, 
some banks will advertise higher rates as they need deposits.  But if the economy slows, lending will slow and the need 
for deposits will wane, thus requiring less rate to attract deposits.  It’s just the law of supply and demand at work.

It's a strange world we live in today when the Federal Reserve is worried about getting inflation up to their goal of 2%.  
Some have even postured that lower rates are good for everyone.  However, I have used the following analogy to 
describe our rate environment.  “High blood pressure is bad and must be controlled.  Low blood pressure also has its 
risks.  But no blood pressure means you’re no longer living, so don’t wish for zero rates!”

Best regards,
Jon Drake

IS IT 180 DEGREES OR 360 DEGREES?



PEOPLES BANK LADIES

Ashley Sturgeon, M.D. & Assistant Professor, Texas 
Tech University Health Sciences Center, gave a 
presentation on skincare for the Peoples Bank Ladies.  
Dr. Sturgeon explained the basics of skin cancer. The 
ladies also enjoyed lunch at the Tea Room by Heart 
and Soul Cuisine.  If you are interested in the Peoples 
Bank Ladies program or any of the upcoming events, 
you can reach Chelsea Salazar at 806-776-2034.
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Stephanie Mason,

Credit Specialist
(Pictured Above)

ADDITIONS

Jacob Jones

PEOPLES BANK PROMOTIONS

Garrett Hatley, 
Deposit Operations

EMPLOYEE AND OFFICER OF THE QUARTER

Employee of the Quarter

Joshua Benjamin,
Teller at 34th

Kerri Blake,
Operations Department

Ty Harpenau,
Accounting Intern

Justin Lack,
Teller at 112th

Riley Robbins,
Teller at Shallowater

Accounting Department

Josh Gandy
Vice President of Ag Lending 
and Branch Manager at Lorenzo

“Garrett is a great young man that 
has been a shining star for us in 
deposit operations. He has great 
customer service skills and has a 
heart for helping others,” said Larry 
Allen, CEO & Chairmen of the board.

Shari Hanna, 
Mortgage Closer
“Shari is a perfectionist and takes 
great pride in her job of shipping 
and closing in the mortgage 
department. She keeps her head 
down and churns out a large 
volume of work with a smile on her 
face and a spring in her step,”
said Larry Allen, CEO & Chairmen of 
the board.



2019 HOLIDAYS

Labor Day, Mon. Sep. 2nd

Columbus Day, Mon. Oct.  14th

Veteran’s Day, Mon. Nov 11th

Thanksgiving Day, Thurs. Nov. 28th

Christmas Eve, Tues. Dec.  24th  close at noon

Christmas Day, Wed. Dec. 25th 
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INFORMATION SECURITY

We rely on this digital era, because it allows us to place 

with everything, there are negatives. There are people that 
are out there to scam you and steal from you. It is very 
important to pay attention to the emails, calls and text 
messages that you receive. Scammers love to play with 
emotions and your desires to help those in need. They will 
attempt to trick you into revealing personal information. They 
will make false promises. Be vigilant, get a phone number to 
call them back, do some research, but remember if there is 

have any questions, we are here to help. You are always 
welcome to contact us at 806-794-0044.

In this era, we rely on digital technology
because it allows us to place orders,
pay bills and stream content more 

there are negatives. There are 
people that are out there to scam 
you and steal from you. It is very 
important to pay attention to the 
emails, calls and text messages 

that you receive. Scammers love to play on your emotions and 
your desires to help those in need. They will attempt to trick 
you into revealing personal information. They will make false 
promises. Be vigilant, get a phone number to call them back, 

seems too good to be true, it probably is. If you have any 
questions, we are here to help. You are always welcome to 
contact us at 806-794-0044.

Down Payment Assistance (DPA) that 
NEVER has to be repaid 
DPA up to 5% of the loan amount can be 
applied to closing costs or down payment

NO need to be a first time homebuyer 

Can be combined with seller concessions 
or gift funds 

Historically low interest rates on VA and 
FHA Loans 

Minimum FICO Score of 620 

PEOPLES BANK’S

SERVING TEXAS FIRST RESPONDERS AND THE COMMUNITY AT LARGE 
WE ARE ONE PROGRAM

e�ciently. But as with everything, 

do some research, but remember if there is an o�er that
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have any questions, we are here to help. You are always 
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*Several Grants Available based on profession and income, please contact Peoples Bank for more information.*

CODY CYPERT
NMLS# 933805

LACIE WALTON
NMLS# 469782

 HOMELOANS@PEOPLESBANKTEXAS.COM

blizzard in a small cabin in the wilderness at the Lubbock Panic Room. This 
was a fun, team-building exercise to show the importance of working 
together as a team to better serve each other. 

Peoples Bank Slaton was excited to host local elementary students.  They 

Congratulations to Elite Homes for winning People’s Choice Award and LB 
Home for winning Favorite Curb Appeal in the Oakmont Estates subdivision 
in the 2019 Parade of Homes. Peoples Bank was proud to provide the 
financing for both of the homes.

Peoples Bank enjoyed handing out soft drinks and peanuts in the drive-thru 
at all of our branches on July 3rd. area banks teamed up with United Blood Services to host a blood drive for 

their employees.

In an e�ort to battle summertime blood shortages, some Lubbock


